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ABSTRACT 
We describe  a  Drosophila  mutation, Double  or  nothing ( D u b ) ,  that  causes  meiotic  nondisjunction  in 

a conditional, dominant  manner. Previously isolated  mutations  in  Drosophila  specifically  affect  meiosis 
either  in  females  or  males, with  the exception of the mei-S332 and ord genes which  are  required for  proper 
sister-chromatid cohesion. Dub is  unusual  in  that it causes  aberrant chromosome  segregation  almost 
exclusively  in  meiosis I in both sexes. In Dub mutant  females  both nonexchange and exchange chro- 
mosomes undergo nondisjunction, but the  effect of Dub on nonexchange chromosomes is  more pro- 
nounced. Dub reduces  recombination  levels  slightly.  Multiple  nondisjoined  chromosomes  frequently 
cosegregate  to  the same pole. Dub results  in  nondisjunction of all chromosomes  in  meiosis I of males, 
although  the  levels  are  lower  than  in  females.  When  homozygous, Dub is a  conditional  lethal allele and 
exhibits  phenotypes  consistent with cell  death. 

M EIOSIS is a specialized cell  division that  produces 
haploid gametes, permitting a diploid genome  to 

be  restored in the zygote after fertilization. The reduc- 
tion of  the  chromosomes  to a haploid  number  during 
meiosis  is accomplished by two rounds of chromosome 
segregation that follow a single duplication of the DNA. 
The first meiotic division (meiosis I) differs from mitosis 
in that  the two homologs pair and segregate. In both 
meiosis I1 and mitosis the replicated copies of each chro- 
mosome, the sister chromatids, segregate. 

Organisms utilize  several strategies to carry out  the 
specialized aspects of  meiosis I (BAKER et a2. 1976). The 
most common mechanism of homolog pairing and seg- 
regation involves the  formation of synaptonemal com- 
plex and requires  recombination  for  proper segregation 
(JOHN 1990). Recombination is proposed  to lead to the 
formation of chiasmata that serve  as stable attachments 
between the homologs, persisting after the dissolution 
of the synaptonemal complex in diplotene  until  the 
metaphase I-anaphase I transition. The stable homolog 
attachments  are  thought  to constrain the kinetochores 
so that they are  oriented in opposite directions and at- 
tach to different  spindle poles (NICKLAS 1974). Muta- 
tions that  reduce  recombination result in nondisjunc- 
tion in meiosis  I. 

Although recombination is a widely adopted solution to 
homolog segregation, alternatives  exist. These have been 
best  characterized  in Drosophila melanogas&, where at least 
three mechanisms are postulated for segregating chromo- 
somes  in the absence of recombination. 
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Recombination normally occurs in Drosophila fe- 
males,  however the tiny fourth  chromosome virtually 
never recombines yet segregates faithhlly.  Further- 
more,  recombination  can  be  reduced or eliminated on 
the  other chromosomes by the presence of multiple in- 
versions (BAKER and HALL 1976). Nevertheless, these 
chromosomes segregate with high fidelity (GRELL 1976). 
Mutations have been isolated that define a pathway for 
the segregation of nonexchange chromosomes. This 
pathway, called distributive segregation or more re- 
cently achiasmate segregation (J~AWLEY and THEURKAUF 
1993), is used to segregate heterologous chromosomes 
as well as achiasmate homologous chromosomes. Sepa- 
rate mechanisms for these two types  of events have been 
proposed based on  the behavior of chromosomal rear- 
rangements (HAWLEY et al. 1993). Nonexchange ho- 
mologs appear to pair and segregate by a homology 
based mechanism, while the  heterologous system  seg- 
regates chromosomes based on size, shape,  and avail- 
ability (GRELL 1976). Nonexchange chromosomes have 
been shown to disjoin correctly in the yeast Saccharo- 
myces  cerevisiae, implying that this organism also  has a 
mechanism for achiasmate segregation (DAWSON et al. 
1986; GUACCI and MACK 1991; SEARS et al. 1992). 

In Drosophila males there is no detectable recombi- 
nation, and synaptonemal complex is not  formed 
(BAKER and HALL 1976; MEYER 1960; RASMUSSEN 1973). 
Mutations affecting distributive segregation in the fe- 
male have no effect on meiosis I in the male, thus a 
distinct pathway must exist for homolog segregation in 
males. This mechanism has been most fully investigated 
for  the sex chromosomes in which  specific pairing sites 
are responsible for pairing and  proper segregation 
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(COOPER  1964). The cis-acting pairing site for  the X and 
Y chromosomes has been localized to part of the rDNA 
repeat (McKEE and KARPEN 1990; MCKEE et al.  1992).  It 
appears  that pairing sites  also mediate autosomal seg- 
regation (MCKEE et al. 1993; YAMAMOTO 1979). 

The specificity  of meiotic mutations isolated in Dro- 
sophila provides strong evidence for multiple pathways 
of chromosome segregation in  meiosis I. For example, 
with two exceptions, all  of the mutations affect meiosis 
only  in the female or only in  the male. The majority  of 
mutations affecting chromosome segregation in the fe- 
male reduce  recombination (BAKER and HALL 1976). 
Other mutations, also female specific, almost exclusively 
cause nondisjunction of nonexchange chromosomes. 
Mutations in the nod, Axs, ald, and mei-SS1 genes be- 
long to this class (CARPENTER 1973; O'TOLJSA 1982; 
ROBBINS  1971; ZHANG and HAWLEY 1990; ZITRON and 
HAWLEY 1989).  The ncd gene is unusual in that muta- 
tions in this gene result in aberrant segregation of both 
exchange and  nonexchange chromosomes (DAVIS 
1969). Trans-acting mutations affecting homolog seg- 
regation specifically in the male are  not well defined. 

Mutations in the mei-S332 and ord genes are  unique 
because they result in nondisjunction in both sexes. 
They also differ from other mutations in exhibiting 
larger amounts of meiosis I1 nondisjunction (DAVIS 
1971; KERREBROCK et al. 1992; MASON 1976; MIYAZAK~ and 
ORR-WEAVER 1992). mei-S332 and ord mutants show pre- 
mature sister-chromatid separation in  meiosis I, and 
therefore  the  products of these genes  appear to main- 
tain sister-chromatid cohesion in meiosis. 

We describe a  mutation in Drosophila, Double OT noth- 
ing  (Dub), that affects  meiosis I in both females and 
males. This conditional  dominant  mutation causes non- 
disjunction predominantly of nonexchange  chromo- 
somes  in female meiosis, but it also  significantly disturbs 
the segregation of exchange chromosomes. When ho- 
mozygous, Dub is a  conditional lethal allele. 

MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 

Stocks: All Drosophila stocks and crosses  were  grown at 25" 
(unless otherwise noted)  on a  standard mix  of cornmeal, brew- 
er's yeast,  molasses and agar. All balancer chromosomes and 
all mutations other than Dub are described in LINDSLEY and 
ZIMM (1992). C(l)RM, y 2  SU(W') wa will be  referred to in this 
paper as compound-X or X%. p X *  YLy+, In(l)EN, y v f B was 
used as the compound-XY chromosome and is refer_red to as 
f Y  in this report. C(4)EN, ci eyR is referred to as 44 .  These 
compound chromosomes, the cv v f car and the  compound 
autosome stocks are described in KERREBROCK et al. (1992). 
The FM7c balancer has the markers y31d sc8wa snx2 voJg4 B. The 
c wt p x  stock used in mapping was obtained from the Bloom- 
ington stock center. The deficiency  Df(2R)PC4 was obtained 
from R. LEHMANN. The TM3,Sb/T(2;3)CyO, st Kgv red  Tb 
stock was obtained from W. SAXTON. 

Isolation of the Dub mutation: Double or nothing (Dub) is 
a mutation that was induced on a second chromosome, 
marked withJSco,  using the mutagen, ethyl methanesulfonate 
(EMS). I t  was isolated in a screen of  2034 chromosomes for 

new alleles of  abo (abnormal oocyte) (SANDER  1970; TOMKIEL 
et al. 1991), and its isolation number was 11 02. A female- 
specific meiotic defect as  well  as a maternal effect lethality are 
associated  with  abo' (CARPENTER and SANDLER  1974;  SANDLER 
1970). While the Dub mutation complemented the maternal 
effect, the frequency of nondisjunction in abo'/Dub females 
was double that of Dub/+ females.  However, no increase in 
nondisjunction was observed  in  abo2/Dub females, suggesting 
that  either  the abo' interaction is allele specific or  due to a 
locus elsewhere on the chromosome. 

Nondisjunction  tests,  calculation of recombination  frequen- 
cies and  exchange ranks: For simultaneous measurement of 
X and 4 nondisjunction in females, y/y+ Y; C(4)EN, ci eyR 
males  were  crossed to y/y; ~ p a ~ ~ ~ / s p a P " ~  females.  Regular ova 
yielded yellow females (X/X; 47/4) and wild-type males (X/Y; 
47/4) .  Progeny  trisomic for chromosome 4 were  viable, but 
progeny haploid for chromosome 4 were  essentially  inviable. 
Any  surviving haplo-4 Minute progeny were counted and re- 
corded,  but they  were excluded from any calculations and are 
not  reported  in this paper. Exceptional-X ova produced yel- 
low+ females (X/X/y' Y) and yellow males (X/O) . The num- 
ber of these progeny was doubled for the adjusted total and for 
calculation of the nondisjunction frequency, because half  of 
the exceptional-X ova were not recoverable (those producing 
X/X/X and O / Y  progeny). Exceptional-4 ova produced 
sparkling-poliert progeny ( 4 / 4 )  or cubitus-interruptus eyeless 
Russian progeny (42). Although only  half of the exceptional-4 
progeny were recovered, it was not necessary to double their 
number for calculations of nondisjunction frequency because 
only  half of the normal-4 ova  were recoverable. 

In the assay  of female meiotic nondisjunction for Table 2, 
compound-XY, v f B males  were  crossed to cv vfcar /y  females. 
Normal ova yielded  Bar females (fY/X)  and males wild-type 
for Bar (X/O). Exceptional-X ova yielded Bar males 
(fY/O)  and females wild-type for Bar (X/X). The number of 
exceptional progeny was doubled for the adjusted total and 
for calculation of the nondisjunction frequencies. The 
centromere-linked mutation, carnation, allowed  diplo-X  ova 
resulting from meiosis I1 nondisjunction (carrying two sisters) 
and those resulting from meiosis I nondisjunction (carrying 
two homologs) to be distinguished. To calculate map dis- 
tances, exchange events on the Xchromosomes were counted. 
This was done by recording the phenotypes of the X0 males 
resulting from normal-X  ova, and by crossing the F, females 
resulting from diplo-Xova to compound-XYmales and record- 
ing the phenotypes of F, X/O males to determine the markers 
on the parental chromosomes in the F, females. Mapping dis 
tances for the diplo-X ova  were calculated as  if the chromo- 
somes had been isolated from independent ova carrying a 
single X chromosome. Exchange rank distributions were  cal- 
culated by the  method Of WEINSTEIN (1936) for regular-xprog- 
eny and by the  method of  DAVIS (1969) and M E W  and FROST 
(1964) for diplo-X progeny. 

In the assay of female meiotic nondisjunction for Table 5, 
compound-XY, v f B males  were  crossed to y/FM7c, y B fe- 
males. Regular ova yielded yellow' females (X/X?Y and FM7c/ 
ZY) and yellow males (X/O  or  FM7c/O). Exceptional ova 
yielded yellow females (FM7c/X and X/X) and yellow' males 
(x^r/O). Because particular classes  of progeny from regular 
ova had  reduced viability (the FM7c/O and FM7c/X-Y prog- 
eny), these classes  were not used in the adjusted total and 
calculations. Consequently, the  number of exceptional prog- 
eny did not  need to be doubled. 
An unexpected class  of progeny was noted in  this  cross, 

yellow  Bar males with vermilion+ eyes. Although their external 
appearance was entirely male, these "males"  were infertile and 
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their testes had a glittering appearance. This phenotype re- 
sembled the crystals observed in X/O  males that result from 
overexpression of the Stellate protein in the absence of the Y 
chromosome (Lrvm 1984). We believe the "males"  were  ac- 
tually intersexes (FM7c/X; 2/2/2; 3/3/3; 4 / 4  or 4 / 4 / 4 )  re- 
sulting from nondisjunction of autosomes as  well as the Xchro- 
mosomes. The ova that produced the intersexes would  have 
produced triploid females if fertilized by x̂ Y sperm, but these 
triploid females had a phenotype not easily distinguishable 
from the products of normal ova  (X/X-Y) . To ask  if the triploid 
females  were present, we outcrossed  approximately 20  of the 
supposed X/X^Yfemales (excluding any vermilioneyed FM 7c/ 
x^Y females), and we observed  male  progeny with the pheno- 
type expected of the balancer, FM7c. These male  progeny re- 
vealed the presence of one  or more X/FM7c/x^Y triploid 
mothers among the 20 supposed X/x^Ymothers.  We estimated 
that as  many triploid females  existed as intersexes, and the 
estimated number of the triploid females was subtracted from 
the normal ova for the adjusted total and for calculation of 
nondisjunction frequency. The intersexes were  also not in- 
cluded in calculation of the X chromosome nondisjunction 
frequency. 

In the nondisjunction assay performed for Table 6 ,  y males 
were mated with compound-X/y+Y  females.  Normal ova 
yielded yellow females (Xx/Y) and yellow+  males  (X/y'Y). 
Exceptional ova yielded yellow' females (X%/y+ Y/Y) and yel- 
low males (X/O) . Only  half  of the normal ova were  recover- 
able, so doubling of exceptional classes  was not necessary. 
However,  females  carrying two Y chromosomes have reduced 
viability (LINDSEY and ZIMM 1992), so the number of excep- 
tional ova  (X%/ Y/Y and X/O) was estimated as  twice the num- 
ber of  yellow  males (X/O) for the adjusted  total and calcu- 
lation of the nondisjunction frequencies. 

For simultaneous measurement of the sex and fourth chro- 
mosome nondisjunction in  males, y/y; C(4)EN, ci eyR females 
were mated with y/y+Y; spap"' males.  Normal sperm yielded 
yellow females (X/X; 4^4/4) and yellow' males (X/Y; 
4^4/4). As in the female  test of X and 4 nondisjunction, any 
surviving haplo-4 Minute  progeny were counted but were  ex- 
cluded from any  calculations and are not reported in  this  pa- 
per. Sperm that were diplo or nullo for the sex chromosomes 
produced yellow' females (X/X/y' Y) and yellow  males 
(X/O) . Exceptional-4 sperm produced sparkling-poliert  prog- 
eny ( 4 / 4 )  or cubitus-interruptus eyelessRussian  progeny 
(4^4/0).  

To determine the meiotic division affected in males, 
compound-X, y2 su(wa) wp females  were mated with y/y+Y 
males.  Normal sperm yielded  yellow+  females (Xx/y+ Y) and 
yellow  males (X/O), Exceptional sperm yielded  yellow or yel- 
lo$ females  (X/X and Xx/O)  and yellow' males (X/y'Y). 
The females resulting from sperm carrying two sister chro- 
mosomes (X/X) were  yellow and had a wild-type  eye color, 
whereas exceptional females  resulting from nullo-XY sperm 
(Xx/O) were yellow' and had a darker eye color with no 
pseudo-pupil. 

Mapping of Dub: The mutation was first mapped to the 
interval  between nw and  Pin in two  small scale  mappings (15 
and 47 recombinants). Females  heterozygous for J Sco Dub 
and S Sp  Tft ndP in  were mated with  abo'  males, and  the 
female  progeny  were mated with  compound-XY  males  to  test 
for skewed  sex  ratios or for nondisjunction events in the prog- 
eny. No  sex ratio skewing  was apparent, and nondisjunction 
events  were  used  to map the mutation. Dub was later mapped 
to the smaller  interval  between c and wt. After  mating c wt px 
males to pr cn  Dub/c wt px or pr cn  Dub sp/c wt px females, 
recombinant chromosomes from male progeny were 

isogenized and tested for  three phenotypes: inviability  when 
trans-heterozygous with the original pr cn Dub chromosome, 
dominant meiotic nondisjunction in  females, and dominant 
meiotic nondisjunction in  males.  In 33 recombinants between 
c and wt all three phenotypes mapped to  2-82.6  cM. 

Lethal phase and phenotypes: The lethal phase of Dub  ho- 
mozygotes  was  assessed  by mating parents heterozygous for 
Dub ( p r  cn Dub/bpr). As controls, heterozygous parents were 
outcrossed  to b pr mates and, in addition, a mating of b pr 
males and females was set up. The females were  allowed to lay 
their eggs overnight on apple juice-sucrose-agar Petri dishes 
with a wet  yeast smear on  the surface. The number of clear 
unfertilized eggs, the  number of eggs that  hatched,  the 
number of pupal cases and  the  number of eclosed adults 
were all recorded. From these counts, a histogram of  le- 
thality was constructed. 

To examine the pupal lethal phenotype of  Dub, heterozy- 
gous  larvae and homozygous  larvae  were sorted by using the 
larval mutant phenotypes, Tubby and Kugel (SAXTON et al. 
1991). Afterpr cn Dub/SMl and TM3,  Sb/T(2;3) CyO, st Kgv 
red  Tb flies  were mated, the resulting pr cn Dub/T(2;3) Cy 0, 
st Kg"  red  Tb progeny were  crossed inter se to give  Dub h e  
mozygotes. The non-Tubby,  non-Kugel  larvae were  moved to 
new plates and the range of  larval and pupal phenotypes was 
observed. 

Neuroblast  squashes for mitotic  chromosomes: Cytological 
preparations of larval brains were made by standard methods 
without  colchicine (GONZALEZ et al. 1991; SUNKEL and GLOVER 
1988). These were examined by phase-contrast  microscopy 
using a Zeiss Axiophot equipped with  Plan Neofluar lOOx and 
Plan Apochromat 63x objectives. 

RESULTS 

Dub is a  conditional dominant mutation that causes 
nondisjunction during meiosis I in females: The EMS 
induced  mutation, Dub, was discovered in a screen  because 
it  exhibited an increased  frequency of Xchromosome  non- 
disjunction during female meiosis. We have examined 
meiosis in females  carrying Dub, using  genetic assays to ask 
whether all chromosomes  are affected and which of the 
meiotic divisions is defective. Nondisjunction  produces  an- 
euploid ova, referred  to as exceptional ova. By mating  mu- 
tant  females to males carrying compound  chromosomes, 
exceptional  gametes  could be recovered and the fre- 
quency of nondisjunction  quantified. 

In a cross  of  heterozygous mutant females  to  males 
carrying  marked sex chromosomes  and a compound-4 
(see MATERIALS AND METHODS), the  frequencies  of  meiotic 
nondisjunction  of  the X and  fourth  chromosomes were 
measured  at two temperatures. Dub was found to  in- 
crease  nondisjunction of both  chromosomes  in a domi- 
nant  and temperature-sensitive manner  (Table 1 ) .  We 
were not  able  to test  homozygous Dub females  in  this 
assay, because  as  described below, Dub has a recessive, 
temperature-sensitive  lethality. The  frequency of fourth 
chromosome  nondisjunction was much  higher  in Dub 
females than  in  control females,  yielding 34.8% excep  
tional ova relative to 0.3%. Nullo-4 ova outnumbered 
diplo-4 ova, suggesting  that  some  chromosome loss oc- 
curred  in  addition  to  nondisjunction.  Nondisjunction  of 
the X chromosome  occurred  at a frequency of 16.4%, 
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TABLE 1 

Dub is a dominant  conditional  mutation  increasing  female 
meiotic  nondisjunction  frequency 

TABLE 2 

Dub female  meiotic  nondisjunction  produces  reductional 
exceptions 

Maternal genotype 
~~ ~ ~~ 

Temperature  and  maternal genotype 

25"  18" 

Ova  type +/+ Dub/+ +/+ Dub/+ 

Regular  ova 

X  nondisjunctional ova 
x;# 1331 945 1063 822 

x/x; 4 0 22 2 6 
0; 4 2 45 0 1 

x; 4/4 1 192 3 39 
x;O 2 247  24 41 

x/x; 4 / 4  0 19 2 1 
x/x; 0 0 5 0 0 
0; 4/4 1 6 0 0 
0; 0 0 39 0 2 

Total  progeny  scored 1337 1520 1094 912 
Adjusted  total scored" 1340 1656  1098 922 
% nondisjunction 

X 0.45 16.43  0.73 2.17 
4 0.37 34.84 2.82  9.33 

y/y; spuPoL females of the indicated genotype were  crossed to y/y + r; 

a X  nondisjunctional  progeny  were doubled for calculation of non- 

4 nondisjunctional ova 

X, 4 nondisjunctional ova 

C( 4 ) m ,  ci eyR males. 

disjunction  frequency (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). 

much  higher  than  the  control frequency of 0.5%. 
Nullo-X  ova outnumbered diplo-X ova. 

To assess whether nondisjunction of the large auto- 
somes occurs in D u b  females, males carrying compound 
autosomes were mated with mutant  and wild-type 
females in identical numbers, e.g. ,  10 males and 15 
females per vial. This assay  gave only a qualitative as- 
sessment of autosomal nondisjunction. Ova  with the 
normal autosomal content will not yield  viable progeny 
when fertilized by sperm from a male carrying a com- 
pound autosome. The sperm will carry the equivalent of 
either two or  no copies of the  autosome, and trisomy or 
monosomy for  either  the second or third chromosome 
is lethal in Drosophila zygotes.  However, a female with 
frequent nondisjunction events will produce excep- 
tional ova, and these may be fertilized by sperm with a 
compensatory number of autosomes such that viable zy- 
gotes are  produced. Viable progeny resulted approxi- 
mately  10-fold more frequently in vials containing mu- 
tant females. In crosses to C(2)EN, the Dub females 
produced on average 27 progeny per vial,  while the con- 
trol females produced two. In crosses to C(3)EN, D u b  
females produced an average  of 55 progeny per vial, but 
the  control siblings produced only three.  Therefore, 
Dub affects  all four chromosomes. 

To ascertain whether chromosome missegregation 
events were occurring in the first or second meiotic di- 
vision, we mated Dub females to males carrying a 
compound-XY chromosome. The  mutant females car- 
ried X chromosomes heterozygous for a centromere- 
linked marker, carnation  (car),  so that diplo-X excep- 

Ova  type 

Regular ova' 

X  nondisjunctional ova 
X 

0 
X/X (car+/car-)  
X/X ( car+ /car+)  and ( cur-/car-)b 

Total  progeny  scored 
Adjusted  total scored' 

% nullo-X 
% diplo-X ( car+ /car - )  
% diplo-X (car- /car-  and car+ /car+)  

Total % nondisjunction 

+/+ 

5514 

3 
1 
0 

5518 
5522 
0.11 
0.04 
0.00 
0.15 

~ 

Dub/ + 

5268 

246 
335 

1 
5850 
6432 
7.65 

10.42 
0.03 

18.10 

y/cu f u car females of the  indicated genotype were mated to 
compound-XY, w f B males  at 25". 

The ratio of regular ova fertilized by nullo-XY  sperm  relative  to 
f isperm is 2445/3069 for the control females and 2010/3258 for  the 
Dub females. 

car'/car+ ova  were distinguished from car+/car- ova  by outcross- 
ing a  sample of 100 progeny  that  were noncarnation. No carnation+ 
homozygotes were observed.  Consistent with this  observation,  the 
number of car+/car+ ova should have been approximately  equal to 
the number of car-/car- ova and only one carnation homozygote was 
observed. 

X  nondisjunctional  progeny  were doubled for  calculation  of non- 
disjunction  frequency (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). 

tional progeny carrying two sister chromosomes could 
be distinguished from those carrying two homologous 
chromosomes. Nondisjunction occurred almost exclu- 
sively during  the first meiotic division (Table 2), because 
essentially  all  of the exceptional ova carried two homolo- 
gous chromosomes. The lower percentage of  nullo-X 
relative to the  number of diplo-X ova observed in Table 
2 is  likely due to cosegregation events of the X and 4,  
since the nullo-X nullo-4 ova are inviable  in this assay. 
Cosegregation is discussed in  further detail below. 

In these matings of D u b  heterozygous mothers  there 
was a low but significant number of gynandromorphs. 
These result from chromosome instability in the early 
zygotic  cleavages, either  due to chromosome loss during 
the mitotic divisions or recovery by a mitotic spindle of 
a chromosome lost during a meiotic division. Other mei- 
otic mutations, notably nod and ncd, show a similar phe- 
notype (CARPENTER 1973; DAVIS 1969). 

Dub has little effect on recombination: Since the ma- 
jority of mutations  that affect the first meiotic division  in 
Drosophila females cause a reduction in recombination, 
we examined  the effect of Dub on recombination. The 
X chromosomes used in the cross for Table 2 were het- 
erozygous for several  recessive mutations, and map dis- 
tances were calculated from  the phenotypes of the regu- 
lar X0 male progeny. Surprisingly, although Dub causes 
reductional  nondisjunction,  it has relatively little effect 
on exchange. There were slight reductions in all of the 
intervals, but only one interval showed a significant dif- 
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957 Drosophila Double or nothing 

TABLE 3 

Dub has little effect on recombination in females 

Mapping interval 

y-CU cu-u 7J-f f car  Total map distance No. of progeny 
Genotype (cM) ( C M )  (CM) (cM) (cM) scored 

Mono-X ova 
+/+ 8.4 19.5 21.7 6.5 56.1  2445 
Dub/ + 7.6 19.2  18.5 5.5 50.8 201 0 

Dub/ + 6.6 9.9  12.9 2.1 31.5 167" 

Both chromosomes in these progeny came from the mother, so a total of 334 chromosomes were scored for exchange. 

Diplo-X  ova 

ference  (Table 3,  Mono-X ova). The Dub and control 
values were significantly different  for  the uermillion- 
forked ( u - f )  interval (binomial distribution test, P < 
0.01),  but  there was no significant difference for the 
other intervals (LINDREN et al. 1978). 

Recombination  distances were also assessed in the 
diplo-Xexceptional  female  progeny  (Table 3, Diplo-X 
ova),  and  there was a  significant reduction  in ex- 
change  for all intervals  except the most  distal  (bino- 
mial distribution  test, P< 0.001, except  the  most  distal 
interval P > 0.2). Since we were unable to  score the 
recombination levels in  nullo-Xexceptional  gametes, 
we could  not  detect  whether  nonrecombinant  chro- 
mosomes were preferentially lost. If this were the case, 
the effect of  Dub on recombination would be  under- 
estimated. 

Exchange  in  the  proximal  regions  appeared  to  en- 
sure  proper  disjunction  better, because  nondisjunc- 
tion was more likely to be  accompanied by exchange 
in  the distal  regions.  This  distribution of exchanges is 
reminiscent of that in the diplo-X and diplo-2  excep- 
tions of nod and no&m (CARPENTER 1973; RASOOLY et al. 
1991). 

Dub primarily affects nonexchange but also exchange 
chromosomes: Several observations  suggested that 
Dubmight not affect the exchange-mediated and achi- 
asmate  segregation systems equally. The  greater  non- 
disjunction of chromosome 4 relative to the X  chro- 
mosome  (Table 1) is consistent with disruption of the 
distributive system, since the  fourth  chromosomes  are 
achiasmate  in  Drosophila. The exceptional  progeny 
resulting  from  diplo-Xova showed a reduction  in  map 
distances while the  normal  progeny  did  not  (Table  3), 
and  the  reduced  amount of exchange was likely to  be 
the  result of a bias for  nondisjunction of nonexchange 
chromosomes. 

To address  the question of whether Dub predomi- 
nantly affects nonexchange chromosomes, we com- 
pared  the  percentage of nonexchange  tetrads  present in 
the ova  having faithfully segregated chromosomes with 
the  percentage in ova having improperly segregated 
chromosomes. When there is no exchange in a  tetrad, 
chromosomes  are segregated by the distributive system, 
so the  number of nonexchange  tetrads reflects the num- 

ber of chromosomes that must be segregated in the dis- 
tributive system. Therefore if nonexchange  chromo- 
somes  were more likely to nondisjoin in Dub mutants,  a 
greater  proportion of the exceptional ova would be de- 
rived from  nonexchange tetrads. The frequency of non- 
exchange, single exchange and multiple exchange tet- 
rads (known as the tetrad or exchange  rank) may be 
estimated from the observed number of no crossover, 
single crossover and multiple crossover chromosomes. 
Appropriate  equations have been developed for calcu- 
lating the  tetrad ranks from normal and diplo-X ova 
(DAVIS 1969; WEINSTEIN 1936). 

The percentage of nonexchange tetrads in the excep- 
tional ova  was much  greater  than  the  percentage in the 
normal ova (Table 4). The normal mono-X ova had  a 
tetrad  rank similar to the  control, however there was a 
slight decrease in double exchange tetrads and a slight 
increase in single exchange tetrads. In contrast, the ex- 
ceptional ova arising from Dub females had  a decrease 
in all exchange  tetrads  and  an increase in nonexchange 
tetrads. Therefore,  nonexchange  tetrads  are  more vul- 
nerable  to nondisjunction than  are  exchange tetrads in 
a heterozygous Dub background. 

The hypothesis that the distributive system  is disrupted 
in Dub females predicts that a chromosome pair that does 
not  undergo exchange will experience higher rates  of non- 
disjunction. To test  this, we  assayed nondisjunction of a 
balancer X chromosome heterozygous  with a normal X 
chromosome. The rearrangements on the balancer FM7c 
have been estimated to suppress recombination com- 
pletely (HAWLEY et al. 1993). In Dub females bearing FM7c 
and  a normal X chromosome, the nondisjunction fi-e- 
quency  dramatically  increased to 52.3% compared to 
16.4% for the normal Xchromosome (Table 5 ) .  This  sug- 
gests that the effect of  Dub on distributive  segregation was 
at least twe to threefold greater than the effect on 
exchange-mediated  segregation. 

We tested the effect of  Dub on  the achiasmate seg- 
regation system in one  other way. An example of the 
distributive  segregation system in  Drosophila is the 
consistent and faithful  segregation of a Y chromo- 
some  from  a  compound-X  chromosome in females 
(GRELL  1976).  These  chromosomes  are  segregated by 
the achiasmate system even though  exchange  does oc- 
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TABLE 6 

Dub disturbs  the segregation of the Y chromosome  from  the 
compound-X in females 

Maternal genotype 

TABLE 4 

Exchange ranks of normal and exceptional ova 

Mono-X  ova Diplo-X ova 
Maternal genotype Maternal genotype 

Exchange rank +/+ Dub/+  Dub/ + 
~~ 

Eo 0.13 0.10 0.51 
E, 0.62 0.79 0.40 
E2 0.25 0.10 0.09 
E, 0.0 0.01 0.0 
No. scored (2445) (2010) (167) 

TABLE 5 

Dub females  with a balancer  X  chromosome  have  very bigb 
meiotic nondisjunction frequencies 

Maternal genotype 

Ova  type +/+ Dub/+ 

Regular ova' 
X 2156  1097 
FM 7c 737  371 

0 9 545 
X/FM  7c 14 483 
X/X and FM 7c/FM  7c 0 0 

Autosome nondisjunctional ovab 
X/FM7c; 2/2; 3 / 3  4 or 4 /4  0 160 

Total progeny scored 2916  2656 
Adjusted total scored' 21 79 1965 

% nullo-X 0.41  27.74 
% diplo-X 0.64 24.58 

Total % nondisjunction 1.05 52.32 

y/FM7c females of the indicated genotype were mated with 
compound-XY, v f B  males. The control females were SMI/+. 

a The ratio of regular X ova fertilized by nullo-XY sperm relative 
to a s p e r m  is 1225/931 for the control females and 457/480 for 
the Dub females (160 triploid female progeny have already been 
subtracted from the X/@ progeny for  the Dub ratio). 

*These progeny were obsewed as intersexes, and this number 
represented only  half  of the number of  such ova (see MATERIALS AND 
METHODS). 
' Calculation of the X chromosome nondisjunction frequencies was 

done using adjustments described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. These 
adjustments compensate for the presence of autosomal nondisjunc- 
tion and the reduced viability  of the progeny resulting from regular 
ova carrying  FM 7c. 

X nondisjunctional ova 

cur between the two X chromosome  arms of a 
compound-Xchromosome.  Mutations  such as ncd, ald 
and Axs have been shown to interfere with this seg- 
regation (DAVIS 1969; O'TOUSA 1982; ZITRON and HAW- 
LEY 1989).  In Dub females with a compound-X  chro- 
mosome and a Y, the  nondisjunction  frequency was 
40.9% compared to  0.6%  in the  control  (Table  6). 

These  experiments  demonstrate  that D u b  affects the 
segregation of nonexchange chromosomes, but  the mu- 
tation causes nondisjunction of exchange chromosomes 
as  well. D u b  did not reduce recombination enough  for 
all  of the nondisjoined chromosomes to be nonex- 
change (Tables 2 and 3),  and in the diplo-X exceptional 
gametes almost half  of the  tetrads have undergone  at 
least one exchange (Table 4). 

Ova  type +/+ Dub/+ 

Regular ova 
fi 1025  673 

XWY 1 61 

Y 1280  619 
X Nondisjunctional ova 

0 7 447 

q/Y; 2/2; 3 / 3  4 or 4 / 4  2 39 
2/2; 3 / 3  4 or 4 / 4  4 5 

Total progeny 2319  1844 
Corrected total progeny* 2319  2186 
% n_ndisjunction* 

x x / Y  0 0.60  40.90 

Compound-X, y z  su( U P )  w"/y+ Y females of the indicated genotype 

a These ova produced progeny that were either intersexes or trip 

* See MATERIALS AND METHODS. 

Autosome nondisjunctional ova" 

were mated with y males. The control females were Sco/+. 

loid females. 

Cosegregation of chromosomes in Dub mutant fe- 
males: In Dub females when more  than one chromo- 
some was missegregated in the same ovum, these chro- 
mosomes were not segregated independently with 
respect to each other. By simultaneously following two 
chromosomes, the X and  fourth (Table l),  we observed 
a strong tendency for the missegregating chromosomes 
to be incorporated  into  the same meiotic product. The 
double exceptions seen were not  independently distrib 
uted  among  the possible  classes: X/X; 4 / 4  and 0 ;O 
double exceptions were more  numerous  than were X/X; 
0 and 0; 4 / 4  double exceptions. Such a nonrandom 
distribution among  the  double exceptions had  been 
previously  observed in the meiotic mutants nod and ncd 
for the X and fourth chromosomes (CARPENTER 1973; 
DAVIS 1969; WRIGHT 1974). This "cosegregation" behav- 
ior is in marked contrast to  the  nonrandom distribution 
of X; 4 double exceptions observed in Axs females, 
where the X bivalent is more likely to segregate away 
from  the  fourth bivalent, yielding X/X; 0 and 0; 4 / 4  
ova ( ZITRON and HAWLEY 1989). 

Additional  evidence  indicated that cosegregation of  all 
chromosomes occurred often. When a balancer X was in- 
troduced into Dub heterozygous  females,  intersexes and 
triploid  females appeared among the progeny at a surpris 
ingly high  frequency (Table 5). The intersexes and triploid 
females resulted from ova canying two copies of the major 
autosomes and  one or two copies,  respectively, of the X 
chromosome. Similarly,  when a compound-X chrome 
some and a Y chromosome were present in a Dub hetere 
zygous female,  many  intersexes and triploid  females  were 
found in the progeny (Table 6). Thus cosegregation of the 
sex chromosomes with the autosomes appeared to  have 
occurred, although the number of  X/Xor fie 2/2 31'3 
ova could not be compared to the number of 0; 2/2; 3/3 
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TABLE 7 

Dub is a dominant conditional  mutation increasing the  male 
meiotic  nondisjunction  frequency 

Temperature and paternal genotype 

tble or nothing 959 

TABLE 8 

Dub male meiotic  nondisjunction  yields  primarily  reductional 
exceptions 

Paternal genotype 

25" 18" 

Sperm type +/+ Dub/+ +/+ Dub/+ 

Regular sperm 
x 4  919 
y ; 4  719 

x/y; 4 8 
0; 4 6 

x; 4 / 4  2 
x, 0 5 
y; 4 / 4  3 
y;O 4 

x/r; 4 / 4  0 
x/y; 0 1 
0; 4 / 4  0 
0; 0 1 

Total progeny scored 1668 
% nondisjunction 

XY 0.96 
4 0.96 

XY nondisjunctional sperm 

4 nondisjunctional 

XY, 4 nondisjunctional 

962 
1064 

68 
91 

9 
10 
9 

13 

1 
0 
1 
6 

2234 

7.48 
2.19 

638 
42 1 

4 
5 

2 
1 
1 
1 

0 
0 
0 
1 

1074 

0.93 
0.56 

592 
413 

9 
16 

1 
1 
4 
3 

1 
0 
0 
1 

1041 

2.59 
1.06 

y/y'Y males  of the indicated genotype were mated with y; C( 4)EN,  
ci eyR females. 

ova, because the latter were not recoverable. It is interest- 
ing that in the f ipcross ,  triploid  females and intersexes 
were more likely  to  have  received both the compound-X 
and the Y than to  receive  only the compound-X chrome 
some, as XXfi 2/2; 3/3 ova were more frequent than a; 2/2; 3/3 ova. 

Dub dominantly increases nondisjunction during 
meiosis I in males: The first meiotic division in male 
Drosophila is distinct from  the first division in females 
(BAKER and HALL 1976).  There is no recombination,  and 
assembled synaptonemal complex is not observed 
(MEYER 1960; RASMUSSEN 1973). Instead, segregation of 
the homologs employs specific pairing sites. All  of the 
previously isolated Drosophila meiotic mutants  are spe- 
cific in affecting only females or only males, with the 
exceptions of ord and mei-S??2 (DAVIS 1971; KERREBROCK 

et al. 1992; MASON 1976; M~YAZAKI and ORR-WEAVER 
1992).  These two mutations cause premature sister- 
chromatid  separation and have significant levels  of 
meiosis I1 nondisjunction. D u b  was striking because it 
caused meiotic chromosome nondisjunction in males 
and females, and in contrast to ord and mei-S332, meie 
sis I segregation was affected almost exclusively. 

Meiotic nondisjunction in D u b  males was character- 
ized by genetic assays to test  which chromosomes and 
which meiotic division  were affected by Dub. In males, 
D u b  acted to increase nondisjunction in a dominant  and 
temperature-sensitive manner  (Table 7). Both the sex 
chromosomes and  the  fourth  chromosome were af- 
fected, and  the frequency of fourth  chromosome  non- 
disjunction was lower than sex chromosome nondisjunc- 

Sperm type +/+ 

Regular sperm 

XY nondisjunctional sperm 
Xor Y" 2816 

0 4 
X/Y 3 
x/x 0 

Total progeny scored 2823 
% nullo-XY 0.14 
% X/Y 0.1 1 
% diplc-X 0.00 

Total observed nondisiunction 0.25 

Dub/ + 

5531 

178 
105 
15 

5829 
3.05 
1.80 
0.26 
5.11 

~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

y/y+Y males of the indicated genotype were mated with 
compound-X, yz su(w' )  wa females. The control in this experiment 
was not  done with siblings of the Dub/+ males. 

In  this assay, Y / Y  exceptional sperm were indistinguishable from 
regular mono-Y sperm and are therefore included in these numbers. 

tion. Sperm that were nullosomic for  the sex 
chromosomes were more  common  than were X/X or 
X / Y  sperm, indicating that chromosome loss  also  oc- 
curred. The overall frequency of nondisjunction was 
lower in males than in females, the difference in fourth 
chromosome segregation being particularly great. 

We have tested qualitatively whether  the autosomes 
have an increased frequency of nondisjunction by cross- 
ing D u b  males to compound autosome stocks by mating 
10 males to 15 females in individual vials. The appear- 
ance of  viable progeny was about 10-fold higher  than 
what was observed when the same number of  wild-type 
males were  crossed to compound autosomal females. 
When D u b  males  were crossed to C(2)EN females an 
average  of  26 progeny per vial were recovered, com- 
pared to four in wild-type controls. When Dub males 
were  crossed to C(3)EN females an average  of 30 prog- 
eny per vial  were recovered, while  less than one was pro- 
duced by control males. Therefore, all chromosomes 
undergo nondisjunction in Dub heterozygous males. 

By crossing test males to compound-Xfemales we were 
able to assess the meiotic division in which  missegrega- 
tion was occurring (Table 8). The first meiotic division 
was primarily affected; however, missegregation did not 
appear  to be as  exclusive to the  reductional division  as 
it was in D u b  heterozygous females. The  number of 
equational exceptions was higher than observed in the 
control,  although  the frequency was still  less than 1%. 
Because the progeny from Y/Y sperm were indistin- 
guishable from normal progeny, only  half  of the  equa- 
tional exceptions were scored in this test. Consequently, 
the  true frequency of equational missegregation was 
probably twice what we measured. 

The cosegregation of heterologous chromosomes 
that nondisjoined was difficult to address in male D u b  
heterozygotes. Since the nondisjunction frequencies in 
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Dub males were already low, the  number of double ex- 
ceptions was too low to  conclude  whether cosegregation 
of the sex and  fourth  chromosomes  occurred. However, 
when Dub males  were outcrossed, triploid females and 
intersexes appeared  more frequently than in  wild-type 
crosses (data  not  shown).  Therefore, it appears  that co- 
segregation of the autosomes occurred. 

Dub is a recessive, conditional  lethal  mutation: The 
dominant meiotic phenotype of Dub is linked closely to 
a conditional recessive lethality. At 25", homozygous 
Dub adults were rare. The  rare escapers were veryshort- 
lived and had many defects: small rough eyes, etched 
tergites, crumpled or nicked wings, and bristles either 
missing or duplicated. At 18", homozygous Dub progeny 
were more  common,  although  at most 20% of the ex- 
pected  number of homozygotes eclosed in bottles of the 
heterozygous stock. Homozygous adults raised at 18" 
were more  normal in appearance, except for patches of 
disorder in the eye facets. These flies  were infertile. 

Recessive  lethality and the phenotype of the rare escap 
ers are characteristics  observed in mutations affecting mi- 
totic chromosome segregation, such as rough &a1 (&) 
(KARFS? and GLOVER 1989). The presence of gynandro- 
morphs among the progenv of heterozygous Dubmothers 
also suggested that h i )  product might play a role in mi- 
tosis. To test  this, we determined the lethal  phase and phe- 
notype of Dub homozygotes, and we then cytologically  ex- 
amined neural cells  of  homozygous  larvae for mitotic 
defects. Most known mitotic mutants have  late-larval/ 
pupal lethality, although a few embryonic lethal mitotic 
mutants are known (EDGAR and O'FARRELL  1989; GAIT and 
BAKER 1989; HIVE  and SAINT 1992). 

To  determine  the  lethal phase of Dub homozygotes, 
heterozygous parents were mated  and  the  fate of their 
eggs was quantitated.  One  quarter of the progeny 
should have been homozygous, but  about half of the 
progeny  died  (Figure 1 ) . Therefore  there  appeared  to 
be two causes of lethality, homozygous lethal  animals 
and a dominant  lethal effect of Dub. Control  matings 
of a heterozygous parent  and a wild-type parent 
showed 8-12% embryonic  lethality.  In  contrast, when 
both  parents were Dub heterozygotes, there was about 
25% pupal  lethality in addition  to  embryonic  lethality 
(Figure 1). Dub homozygotes were most likely to ac- 
count  for  the  pupal lethality. 

The embryonic lethality that  occurred when either 
parent was a Dub heterozygote appears to have been the 
consequence of autosomal aneuploidy due to meiotic 
nondisjunction,  rather  than a semidominant lethal ef- 
fect of Dub, or a maternaleffect lethality. We found  that 
Dub had no  semidominant lethality by crossing pr cn 
Dub/pr cn b7u males  to pr cn b7u females and then  count- 
ing the ratio of Dub+ and Dub/+ progeny (data  not 
shown). Maternal lethality seemed unlikely as there was 
a similar degree of embryonic lethality when either  the 
mother or father was a Dub heterozygote (Figure 1). 

A B 
Cross 

Lethal Phase 
0 embryonic 
0 larval 

w pupal 

C D 

Male Genotype: + Dub/+ Dub/+ + 

Female Genotype: + Dab/+ + Dub/+ 

FIGURE 1.-Lethal  phase  of Dub mutants at 25". The  indi- 
cated  crosses were done, eggs  were  collected, and lethality at 
the  embryonic, larval, and pupal stages was scored.  Flies  des- 
ignated  here as wild  type  were 6 pr. The Dub/+ flies  were pr 
cn Du6/6 pr. A total  of  885  fertilized  eggs  were  examined  for 
cross A, 1468  eggs for cross B, 430  eggs  for  cross C and  1016 
eggs  for  cross D. 

Pupal lethality produced by heterozygous mothers 
(Figure 1, cross D) was  five-fold greater than the pupal 
lethality seen in a cross performed in the opposite di- 
rection (Figure 1, cross C). This increased lethality was 
likely due to aneuploidy resulting from meiotic nondis- 
junction of chromosome 4. The frequency of nullo-4 
gametes was much  higher in  females than in  males 
(20.2% relative to 1.3%). The haplo-4 progeny that 
would result from such gametes are only  rarely  viable: 
many die  during  the pupal phase, and  the rare survivors 
have a Minute phenotype. 

To investigate the lethal phenotype of  larval and pu- 
pal homozygotes, the  dominant mutations Tubby and 
Kugel" were  used as larval markers for heterozygotes. 
The homozygous larvae  were normal in  size but were 
lethargic; they  rarely wandered or pupated outside of 
the food. The larvae  were  missing some imaginal  discs, 
and most  discs  were reduced in size.  However, the brains 
appeared  normal in size. The homozygous pupae 
showed a range of lethal phenotypes such as melanotic 
tumors, rough eyes,  missing or duplicated bristles, and 
missing  body parts (data  not  shown). We interpret these 
phenotypes as a result of random cell death. 

To ask whether mitotic chromosome missegregation 
might be yielding aneuploid cells and consequent cell 
death, we examined larval neuroblast squashes from  10 
Dub homozygotes. Surprisingly, these squashes did not 
have  any apparent chromosome segregation defects, 
and aneuploidy was not observed in any of the meta- 
phase figures. 

The nature of the Dub mutation: We identified a de- 
ficiency that uncovers Dub in order to determine if the 
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dominant  phenotype was due to  a haplo-insufficient lo- 
cus or if the  mutation was hypermorphic. Df(2R)PC4 
was semi-viable when heterozygous to Dub. Moreover, 
the cytological location of the deficiency is consistent 
with the  map position of Dub. 

Many  of the deficiency trans-heterozygotes died  dur- 
ing  the  pupal phase and frequently could only eclose 
halfway. Adult trans-heterozygotes that  did escape from 
the  pupal case  showed phenotypes similar to D u b  ho- 
mozygous pupae  and to rare  adult escapers raised at 25". 
Their eyes had  a  rough  appearance with facets often 
fused and disorganized overall. The tergites were often 
etched,  and  the wings were frequently nicked along  the 
edges or were blistered. Both males and females were 
sterile. The increased viability of Dub heterozygotes 
relative to Dub hemizygotes suggested that  the muta- 
tion is not hypermorphic,  at least with regard  to  the 
lethal  phenotype. 

We examined  whether  the locus is haplo-insufficient 
for  the meiotic phenotype by mating females heterozy- 
gous for  the Df(2R)PC4 deficiency with males carrying 
the compound-XY. This test yielded no exceptional 
progeny, although approximately 850 progeny were 
scored  (data not shown).  Therefore it does not  appear 
that  the locus is haplo-insufficient for meiotic chromo- 
some segregation. The mutation is most  likely to be 
either  antimorphic or neomorphic. 

DISCUSSION 

The Dub mutation: The  dominant D u b  mutation is 
the first mutation isolated in D. melanogaster that affects 
the  three known  pathways  of homolog segregation in 
meiosis 1. Both nonexchange and exchange chromo- 
somes in females undergo  nondisjunction in D u b  mu- 
tant females, and segregation of homologs is aberrant in 
mutant males. The segregation of  all four chromosomes 
is disrupted  in D u b  mutant females and males. 

Four results demonstrate  that D u b  causes nondisjunc- 
tion of nonexchange chromosomes in females: (1)  the 
achiasmate chromosome 4 undergoes nondisjunction at 
high frequencies  in females; (2) diplo-X ova from D u b  
females show an increased percentage of nonexchange 
tetrads  compared  to  normal, mono-X ova, indicating 
that achiasmate chromosomes  are  more likely to non- 
disjoin in the D u b  mutant; (3) the segregation of 
compound-X chromosomes from  a Y chromosome is af- 
fected by the D u b  mutation,  a segregation previously 
shown to be  mediated by the distributive system (GRELL 
1976); and (4) nondisjunction  frequencies for the  X 
chromosome increase dramatically when it is made  non- 
exchange by making it heterozygous with a balancer 
chromosome. The fact that  both  the segregation of 
chromosome 4 and  the disjunction of a  compound  X 
from  a Ychromosome are  altered indicates that  both  the 
homologous and heterologous systems  of achiasmate 
segregation are  disrupted by the D u b  mutation. 

Although D u b  predominantly affects nonexchange 
chromosomes, it also results in nondisjunction of  ex- 
change chromosomes. D u b  reduces  recombination fre- 
quencies only  slightly, so the frequency of X chromo- 
some nondisjunction (16-18%) in the female is too 
high  to be the  consequence of failure of only nonex- 
change chromosomes to segregate. In addition, in 
diplo-X exceptional ova, 49% of the tetrads had  one  or 
more exchange. 

Dub mutant males also exhibit nondisjunction. The 
frequencies of nondisjunction in the male are consid- 
erably less than in the female. As discussed  below, the 
interpretation of this difference depends  on  whether 
the Dub mutation is antimorphic or neomorphic. If the 
mutation is antimorphic,  the  requirement of the  gene 
product in male meiosis may be lower than in female 
meiosis, or redundant  functions may exist in the male. 
If the allele is neomorphic,  it may not  interfere with 
meiosis in the male to as great  an  extent as in the female. 

Dub differs from mutations in the ord and mei-S332 
genes, which  also cause nondisjunction in both sexes, in 
that Dub causes nondisjunction in meiosis I almost ex- 
clusively. In ord mutants, nondisjunction occurs in both 
meiosis I and I1 in a  ratio suggesting that  the  four sister 
chromatids of  the bivalent separate prematurely and 
then segregate randomly through two divisions (MASON 

1976; MIYAZAKI and ORR-WEAVER 1992). Indeed, preco- 
cious sister-chromatid separation is observed as  early 
as prometaphase  I in ord mutants (MIWZAKI and Om- 
WEAVER 1992). In  contrast, mei-S332 mutations result 
primarily in meiosis I1 nondisjunction (KERREBROCK et al. 
1992). Although the sister chromatids also prematurely 
disjoin in  mei-S332 mutants, the sister chromatids do 
not separate  until late in anaphase  I (KERREBROCK et al. 
1992). Thus  the ord and mei-S332 genes control  the 
behavior of sister chromatids, whereas the Dub mutation 
causes aberrant segregation of the homologs. 

The Dub mutation is conditional lethal when homo- 
zygous. The homozygous  larvae and pupae exhibit phe- 
notypes indicative of extensive cell death such as  small 
or missing imaginal discs, melanotic tumors, rough eyes, 
etched tergites, and missing  bristles. This suggests that 
when homozygous the Dub mutation affects mitotic 
chromosome segregation. We observed gynandre 
morphs in the progeny of D u b  mutant females, consis- 
tent with abnormal mitotic chromosome segregation. 
However, abnormal mitotic figures were not  found in 
neuroblast squashes from homozygous Dub larvae at  a 
frequency that could account for the observed cell 
death. One possibility is that Dub affects  mitosis  in tis 
sues other  than the  brain. This is consistent with our 
observation that while the imaginal discs are small or 
missing in homozygous Dub larvae, the brain appears 
normal in  size. An alternative possibility is that  the ho- 
mozygous mutation affects other cell  processes in such 
a  manner  that results in cell death. 
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Comparison of Dub with  other  mutations  affecting 
nonexchange  chromosomes: Since few Drosophila  mu- 
tations have been identified that cause nondisjunction of 
nonexchange chromosomes  in the female, the relation- 
ship  between Dub and these genes is  of particular interest. 
Five  previously characterized mutations affect  achiasmate 
chromosomes: ald, Am, meissl, nod and ncd. Dub is most 
similar  to nod and ncd in its phenotypes. 

The a l d ,  Axs and mei-S51 mutants differ from D u b  in 
that in a background of normal X chromosomes they 
have  low frequencies of chromosome 4 missegregation. 
Furthermore, segregation of a compound-X chromo- 
some from a Y chromosome is more faithful in a l d  and 
Axs than in Dub mutants. a l d ,  Axs and mei-S51 show 
nonhomologous disjunction of the  X chromosomes 
from the  fourth chromosomes, in contrast to Dub 
(O'TOUSA 1982; ROBBINS 1971; ZITRON and HAWLEY 
1989). 

Dub is similar to n o d  and n c d  in showing high chro- 
mosome 4 nondisjunction and cosegregation of non- 
disjoined X and  fourth chromosomes to the same pole 
(DAVIS 1969; ZHANC and HAWLEY 1990). However, there 
is considerably less  loss  of chromosome 4 in Dub mu- 
tants than in n o d  or n c d .  In terms of  its effect on ex- 
change  and  nonexchange chromosomes, Dub can be 
viewed as being intermediate between n o d  and n c d .   n o d  
causes almost exclusively nonexchange chromosomes to 
nondisjoin, whereas exchange chromosomes will non- 
disjoin  in Dub mutants. n c d  does not affect nonex- 
change chromosomes to as great  an  extent as does Dub. 
Dub, n o d  and n c d  all produce  gynandromorph progeny. 

It is interesting  that  both  the n o d  and ncd  genes  en- 
code  proteins with homology to the kinesin microtubule 
motor, and  the Ncd protein has been shown to have 
motor activity in vitro (MCDONALD and GOLDSTEIN 1990; 
MCDONALD et al. 1990; WALKER et  al. 1990; ZHANG et al. 
1990).  Aberrant  meiotic  spindles  are  present  in nod 
and ncd mutant oocytes (HATSUMI  and  ENDOW 1992; 
THEURKAUF  and HAWLEY 1992). Achiasmate chromo- 
somes are not confined to  the spindle in n o d  mutants, 
while in ncd  oocytes the spindle structure itself is a b  
normal. The  ends of the spindle do  not  taper to the pole, 
suggesting that  the Ncd protein may act to bundle mi- 
crotubules  into  a functional spindle. The similarities 
among  the phenotypes of Dub, nod  and n c d  in females, 
particularly the cosegregation of nondisjoined chromo- 
somes that occurs in these mutants, raise the possibility 
that  the meiotic spindle is defective  in Dub mutants as 
well. 

Possible  functions  of the Dub gene in chromosome 
segregation: The phenotypes of the Dub mutation sup- 
port a role for the  gene in an aspect of meiotic chro- 
mosome segregation common to female and male meio- 
sis.  However, the  mutation we have characterized is a 
dominant allele that may be antimorphic or neomor- 
phic. If D u b  were antimorphic, its phenotype would be 

similar to loss-of-function  alleles and would reflect the 
function of the wild-type gene. Antimorphic and n e e  
morphic alleles can be distinguished by the  properties 
of the  mutation in the  presence of a duplication of the 
wild-type gene,  but unfortunately a duplication covering 
D u b  does not exist. 

Three  other  dominant meiotic mutations have been 
identified in Drosophila, and these provide a  precedent 
in the sense that  the alleles have either  been shown to 
be  antimorphic or to have meiotic phenotypes similar to 
loss-of-function  alleles. The initial allele of Axs was domi- 
nant, while l (1)  TW6" was shown to be a  dominant mu- 
tation in n o d  (now called nodDTW). Revertants  of these 
mutations were isolated and demonstrated to be loss- 
of-function mutations in the  genes (WOOLY et al. 1991; 
WHWE et al. 1993). Analysis  of the phenotypes of both 
the  dominant  and revertant alleles  showed that in each 
case the  dominant allele was antimorphic,  and its phe- 
notype provided an accurate indication of the role of the 
gene in  meiosis. A  third  dominant  mutation is an allele 
of ncd  that initially was dominant  but has  lost  its domi- 
nance in the time since its isolation (KOMMA et al. 1991). 
Nevertheless, homozygotes for this allele showed the 
same meiotic effects  as  loss-of-function  alleles. 

It is possible that  the Dub gene regulates a  fundamen- 
tal aspect of homolog separation or spindle function 
that is used in the segregation of  all  classes  of homologs 
in female meiosis and also in male  meiosis.  Since the 
dominant Dub mutation has  essentially no effect on 
meiosis 11, it may control  properties  that  are  unique to 
the first meiotic division.  Alternatively, redundant func- 
tions may exist in meiosis 11, or  the  amount of  wild-type 
Dub product  required  for meiosis I1  may be lower than 
that  needed for meiosis I. 

The other possibility is that the wild-type Dub gene con- 
trols  only one pathway  of homolog segregation, and the 
dominant allele may interfere with segregation systems 
normally not controlled by the gene. Analogously, as a ho- 
mozygote or  a hemizygote nodDTW affects  mitotic chrome 
some  segregation,  even though loss-of-function  alleles  of 
nod affect  only the segregation of nonexchange chromo- 
somes  in  females (RASOOLY et al. 1991). In addition, the 
dominant allele  in higher dosage or at nonpermissive  tem- 
perature will affect  exchange  chromosomes. 

Loss-of-function mutations in the Dub gene, which 
can be  obtained by reverting the  dominant  mutation, 
will reveal whether  the wild-type gene is required in  all 
pathways  of meiotic chromosome segregation. These 
mutations will also permit possible functions of the  gene 
in  mitosis to be evaluated. Regardless of whether  the 
dominant Dub mutation is antimorphic or neomorphic, 
understanding  the  manner in which it disrupts meiotic 
segregation will provide important insights into  the 
mechanism of chromosome segregation in Drosophila 
meiosis. 
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